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Dear Richard, 

Chichester Harbour Management Plan 2019 – 2024 

Thank you for inviting comments on the above. At our committee meeting last night, we approved the 

following comments, drafted by Dick Pratt. 

1. The Bosham Association, representing some 450 Bosham residents, believes that the 

ongoing work of the Chichester Harbour Conservancy is essential to the proper management 

of the AONB. We see the draft as a positive response to these challenges and new ones 

emerging. 

2. In particular, we welcome the continuing vigilance promised by the Conservancy with regard 

to all development proposals within the area. We also welcome any influence that the 

Conservancy can have on the shaping of local, regional and national planning policies with 

regard to the delicate environments within the AONB and the communities that reside within 

and alongside these protected areas. 

3. In line with this thinking, we would like to endorse emphatically the proposal that the 

Conservancy should become a statutory consultee on all planning applications within the 

area. However, we believe that in order to efficiently discharge this new obligation, we may 

need to see additional resources made available to it. It also follows that the Conservancy 

should have parity of esteem with the body charged with the management of the exactly 

analogous protected area of the Norfolk Broads. 

4. Given not only the development pressures on the area, but also the consequent 

intensification of traffic movement and the impact of any sizeable transport infrastructure on 

the beauty and tranquillity of the Harbour and its margins, it is essential that the Conservancy 

voice be heard in terms of the design of traffic systems in the locality.  

5. As far as Bosham is concerned, the proposal to introduce signage at ‘gateway’ locations may 

prove problematic. Bosham Parish has 84% of its land area within the AONB, the northern 

boundary runs east/west along the A259 which runs through the settlement and there are 

effectively four or possibly five points where such announcements might be installed. Whilst 

public awareness of the AONB is a good thing, there will be concern at a further proliferation 

of signage in this sensitive area. It is an aspiration of the Bosham Parish Neighbourhood Plan 

to reduce the clutter of signage. 

6. We welcome the statement that the continued dereliction of Burnes Shipyard is not in keeping 

with the AONB designation, but within the parish of Bosham, there are two other abandoned 



and derelict agricultural structures (Bullock Barn, Swan Field) and the Turkey Shed at Dolphin 

Close (both off Delling Lane and both within the AONB). 

7. For anyone looking west into the night sky toward Portsmouth from Chichester harbour will be 

struck by the huge amount of light emitted from that place. By comparison, the existence of 

street lighting within the settlements of the CHAONB is very limited: the result is that whilst 

the area has relatively little light pollution, there will be huge pressures from housing and 

transport developments in the larger area and harbour-side redevelopments where light spill 

is threatened. The importance of maintaining low light levels or even reducing them further is 

fully recognised in the new management plan. However, the new plan, whilst expressing this 

laudable objective, does not identify any specific means of doing so. 

8. In terms of the finite limits of existing infrastructure, the ‘headroom’ calculation on the Waste 

Water Treatment Works is singularly identified. However, there is no detail on this and the 

current method of accounting has been a matter of concern for Bosham residents for several 

years. In particular the Bosham WwTW (at Harts Farm) had a ‘headroom’ some years ago of 

400 according to Southern Water. This figure has re-appeared in much more recent 

documents of CDC (Sustainability Appraisal) and has not been resolved. However since the 

original figure of 400 was released by Southern Water, the Bosham Association has logged 

the following developments: 

Additional homes have been subsequently connected to the system and more developments 

have been given consent in the following locations. 

 Bosham Hoe and Smugglers Lane 90 with a potential of another 30 

 Westwinds, Station Road /Arnold Way 4 

 Spindlewood, Bosham Lane 1 

 Oyster Mews, Bosham Lane 4 

 (St) Benedict’s, Bosham Lane 2 

 Whitwell House, Taylors Lane 1 

 South of Harbour Way. Taylors Lane 2 

 Fire Station Site, Critchfield Road 3 

 Church Farm Meadow, Bosham Lane 5 

 Next to Sailaway, Main Road 1 

 St. Wilfrid’s Hospice – equivalent of 25 

 East Ashling 10 

Therefore, Total additions consented 148 

And, in prospect, the following  

 Highgrove application 50 (with a further 200 + in the HELA) 

Total new connections 198 

On a purely mathematical basis, the latest ‘headroom’ calculation would therefore be 202 and 

the newest HELA would wipe that out. 

However the headroom calculation takes no account of the state of the groundwater, the 

porosity of the sewer-pipes and the infiltration of storm water into the whole system 

necessitating discharges (under licence) of untreated sewage into Chichester Harbour.  

The Bosham Association considers that untreated sewage is an ever-present threat to a 

precious environment, which is supposedly protected under SSSI, RAMSAR, SNC and SPA 

designations. There are also bathing water directives that have to be considered. 

For this reason, it is necessary but insufficient to consider the ‘headroom calculation’ to be the 

factor that identifies the finite limits of household growth. 

9. Along the Bosham shores of the Harbour we are acutely aware of the macro-algal growth and 

the continuing vulnerability of the spartina, both likely to be the result of eutrophication. And 

the section on water quality demonstrates the awareness of problems and the agencies we 



can look to resolve the long-term issues. There is a word missing (‘to’) in the heading 

“Chichester Harbour will continue have clean water appropriate to the high conservation value 

and recreational use of the AONB”. (P31) 

10. Although the CHAONB MP refers to the Design Guidelines published in 2010 (p58), it fails to 

mention with regard to replacement buildings limitations to either footprint and elevation or 

ridge height/number of storeys. This is an issue where the growth of monster homes 

threatens to crowd out the landscape context. 

11. Lastly the previous AONB MP map drew attention to ‘notable verges’. Informal parking has 

degraded verges on our parish lanes particularly by re-development site vehicles and it has 

proved difficult to achieve the restoration of these valuable lane margins. These lane margins 

are both important for aesthetic and ecological reasons and deserve special scrutiny. Once 

they are lost, the rural character of the whole area becomes undermined. 

12. The other principle ecological corridor through the parish of Bosham is the ancient mill-stream 

delivering the flow of a chalk-stream to the centre of the medieval core of the settlement. It 

also has associated leats that are rich in species distributing from it. It attracts no special 

protection measures other than being designated a ‘main river’ by the Environment Agency 

and the fact that it runs through the centre of the AONB. It deserves special attention in the 

CHAONB MP. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Chris Hitchings 

Chairman, Bosham Association 
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